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Rumble — Anna Foster is an embalmer with 11 years of experience in Carrollton, MO. She speaks
out for the first time in this exclusive interview. The big news is that she found the unusual clots in
93% of the last 30 people who she embalmed. The clots are only associated with people who have
been vaccinated. They were only observed after the vaccines rolled out.

This is a massive health issue since it is killing a huge number of people. All her embalmer friends
have noticed it and have never seen it before in their careers.

The clots are life threatening and are almost certainly the root cause of death in these people.

The doctors and coroners in her area are completely unaware of the problem.

When 93% of people who die are killed by a single cause, this merits immediate investigation.

However, I am certain that the CDC and all legacy media will continue to ignore this story.

Therefore, I will continue to interview more and more embalmers who will relate the same story as
you will learn in this video.

I am hopeful that after 100 embalmers say similar things, someone in Congress will take action on
what is likely the most serious preventable health problem in our nation's history.

See my Substack article on this at: https://stevekirsch.substack.com/p/exclusive-embalmer-reveals-
93-of

If you aren't already a subscriber, please consider subscribing to my substack so I can notify you of
other stories like this one. It's free to subscribe.

https://stevekirsch.substack.com
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lebergerdesphotons, 1 week ago
do people really believe that the high "functionaries" like presidents and ex-presidents are really
injecting this bullshit into their bodies? I doubt it very much. Maybe some of them believe that they
are, but are really getting saline. You go to the effort of installing a shill like Joe Biden, you're not
going to take a chance that he'll disappear before you want him to.

129 rumbles

BenRyan, 1 week ago
Thanks Dr Kirsch, love your interviews and substack newsletters. You are a light in the darkness

64 rumbles

WayneBGood, 1 week ago
I had cellulitis so I went to the hospital as I had a few years ago to get IV antibiotics. What a
nightmare - it was like the apocalypse - waited 7 hours, people getting IVs and collapsing in the
waiting room. They wouldn't admit me when I said I was unvaccinated and wouldn't take the swab
test - they just gave me the same antibiotic that wasn't working. Later I figured out that my refusing
the swab test wrecked their Remdesivir plan so God was watching out for me.  
 
I then tried to find an Ivermectin-prescribing doctor because I needed a doctor I could trust. Found
one and she helped me but referred me to another doctor when still having problems - she's working
14 hours a day, 7 days a week treating covid patients.  
 
Now to the point - I noticed on the new patient form for the referred doctor she had a requirement for
vaccine lot numbers and dates. When I told my hospital story she said "We don't push the vaccine
here - I've had 14 patients die from it." Then I realized why she wanted vaccine details - she's tracking
vaccine problems including lot numbers and dates. 
 
Yes, she helped me - praise the Lord. Cellulitis appears to be gone.  
 
Doctors need to emulate this brilliant physician and start tracking the vaccine-related problems of their
patients as it relates to vaccine date and lot numbers.

54 rumbles

annietul, 1 week ago
"The CDC doesn't even know this exists!" Oh, yes, the CDC knows. It is time to acknowledge that this
is a Deep State Operation, the #Plannedemic, and to start investigating how the evil-doers exercise
such control.

48 rumbles

lebergerdesphotons, 1 week ago
maybe one day everybody who works at the CDC will be in prison and it will then be closed. Then we
can take care of diseases ourselves and not be ordered around by corporate fascist shills and be sent
all of the bills for their evil stupidities.

32 rumbles

Rcanoe, 1 week ago
Embalmers should take those "blood clots" and have them checked and researched under the
microscope. Certainly they will find there nanotechnology - especially graphene. More images and
videos: https://archive.md/2022.01.29-225016/https://masksaredangerous.com/nanotech-in-the-shots/
and https://rumble.com/vtlt4q-undeclared-nanotech-in-the-pfizer-shots-new-zealand-scientists-have-
also-fo.html and https://rumble.com/vtsark-special-report-undeclared-nanotech-found-in-new-
zealands-pfizer-jabs-govern.html

28 rumbles

Markus, 6 days ago
All embalmers need to have a conference to talk about this and report to Congress. This needs to get
out.

27 rumbles

KarenBracken, 1 week ago
Trump was deceived by everyone around him. But make no mistake they all know and knew this gene
therapy was deadly. Pfizer and Moderna's finances were in the crapper and the depopulatíon crowd
(Gates, Fauci, Schwab) wanted dead people. Makes for a perfect marriage. They are demons who
hold us all in contempt. They do not value human life at all. They worship at the alter if money and
power. Why would any half way intelligent person allow themselves and their family to be
experimented on? I guess this proves most Americans are plain a$$ stupid.

27 rumbles

interestedparty100, 1 week ago
Dr Kirsch, amidst the global cover-up this was a much needed discussion. Thank you to you and
Anna Foster. To add to your investigations, I must share with you that in November 2021, my optician
confided that in his entire career he has never witnessed an unprecedented and most disturbing
number of blood clots behind the eyes. He confirmed this phenomena applied to vaccinated patients.
Perhaps this is another route to further delve into?

24 rumbles

Powerlift, 1 week ago
Thank you for all of your hard work!

24 rumbles

FredArde, 1 week ago
Just the fact that this vax was rolled out in a handful of months vs. 5-15 years, told me more than
enough and gave me a you-first stance. I didn't need any adverse events. I'm shocked that all people
didn't see this...or at least more didn't.

21 rumbles

Gislingham16, 1 week ago
Thank you Steve for joining the fight for the vaccine injured. Much respect from England.

18 rumbles

tlcdragonfly, 1 week ago
Steve, your bulldogged pursuit of truth is absolutely invaluable in this information war! I will watch and
share all 100 interviews! Truth will win!

16 rumbles

Wes5, 1 week ago
This phenomenon needs a rigorous and objective data collection and analysis.

15 rumbles

Hogfart, 1 week ago
Thank you for reporting this.  
Thank God we didn’t take the Clot-Shot

13 rumbles

jonkelly123, 1 week ago
When I was donating blood some of the donors seemed to be sitting there forever too!

13 rumbles

SaltyShit, 1 week ago
have you asked John O’looney has seen these clots? 

13 rumbles
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dad5, 1 week ago
Our politicians are heavily invested in these vaccines.. There is some discussion of the man in
the highest office of Canada is ALSO invested, so has a vested interest in pushing the clot shot

72 rumbles

JayInAz, 1 week ago
Good point! I think its been shown some of the vax batches are nothing more than saline. Bet
that's what the functionaries got.

19 rumbles

Ksirrom, 3 hours ago
Priceless post. I am of your mindset but your vocabulary is much better than mine!

1 rumble
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Jersey_Prophet, 6 days ago
Trudeau is a Capo in the criminal vaxx cartel and gets cash with every jab he forces on
victims. Talk about conflict of interest! https://www.redvoicemedia.com/2022/02/-criminal-
canadian-monopoly-dr-david-martin-exposes-why-trudeau-wont-back-down/ Trudeau
won’t negotiate with the truckers. His Godfather Klaus Schwab of the WEF has given the
order

41 rumbles

Jdoubt, 5 days ago
You mean Fidel Castro’s bastard son?

25 rumbles

J

ITrulyBelieve, 4 days ago
He is of his father Satan.

10 rumbles

jteddy, 5 days ago
https://covid19reporter.com/the-real-life-story-of-justin-trudeau-margaret-trudeau-
and-his-real-father-fidel-castro/

1 rumble

lebergerdesphotons, 5 days ago
[Show low scored comment]
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Jersey_Prophet, 1 week ago
Yes. Fact is 90% of adverse events are occurring from 10% of the vaxx vials. It is also fact
that most of the 10% of active bio-warfare vials are being sent by the biden regime to red
states.

27 rumbles

rmp2021, 1 week ago
Some MDs have, online, provided evidence that approx "only 5% of the "clot shots" are
doing 95% of the damage" (at this time, anyway). 
This can explain why we hear some enthusiastically testify that they 
had "no ill effects at all" from the shots, and then: "go and get the vaccine!" 
However, 
it also implies that much more damage can quickly be done by increasing the frequency of
distribution of poisoned shots...or boosters.

25 rumbles

lebergerdesphotons, 1 week ago
maybe when it will be time for the trials we should require them to show us a minimum of
10 million in foreign secret bank accounts and pay that in to the new gov't which will
replace the corrupted old gov't in order to even have a trial. If they can't come up with at
least 10 million that means they sold us out for less. Then we can just feed them to the
crocodiles in the everglades.

13 rumbles

R

mannfm11, 5 days ago
Look up Reiner Fuellmich's interview with Michael Yeadon. Yeadon contends, as do
others that this shouldn't happen. Yet we have high injury/death lots exist in the midst
of lots that have few or no injuries. Yeadon says they are practicing with death shots.
That procedures to make pharma products are so precise, variation like this should
never happen. 
 
Another of Fuelmich's interviews is a Dr. Chetty. Chetty contends you need exposure
to the spike before you can get an allergic reaction to the spike. This is why so many
prior infected are adversely by the jabs. Chetty claims to have treated 7000 cases,
with no oxygen, no hospital and no death. He treats it like it is a bee sting allergy.
Only those who develop the breathing difficulties.

5 rumbles

ITrulyBelieve, 4 days ago
Some cause immediate death. Others cause permanent disability. Anything other
than a placebo will negatively effect person’s health. There is alleged to be HIV in
some.

4 rumbles
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SouthernStyle1, 6 days ago
Ben, I hold Kirsch in high regard but he is not a doctor, Kirsch received a BS and a MS in
electrical engineering and computer science from MIT.

8 rumbles
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Truthint, 6 days ago
He doesn't have to be a doctor to be able to do investigative research and reporting.
Anyone with common sense and knowledge of some medical issues can read, listen, and
do research on their own.

44 rumbles

Hanomy, 6 days ago
That means his logical thinking skills is probably right on. That's even better.

19 rumbles

Amleht, 6 days ago
He may not be a doctor, but he's a covid hero!!! He's on the side of science. He
disseminates information from scientists, doctors, real witnesses like this, and the vaccine
injured. He does not profit from this work. He's on the side of GOOD. Indeed a light in the
darkness.

27 rumbles

BenRyan, 6 days ago
He's an honorary doctor of the people. A lot of people call me 'doctor' because I am
involved in research with Universities around medical devices and interventions for
children. I have served as a consultant to many companies and helped set up prosthetic
clinics overseas. I reply that I am not a doctor and that I was doing all of this for my son.
Many times they say "Please sir, you are a doctor". I have easily done the equivalent of a
Ph.D. in my area and I am a world expert but I am not a doctor.

9 rumbles

feemeister, 6 days ago
Has Steve Kirsch CLAIMED to be a doctor? Has anyone said he's a doctor? What I have
always heard was that he made money in tech, not any in medicine. Actually, electrical
engineering to me is much more impressive than being a doctor (because my mind is able
to understand medical things, but NOT electrical things is why! Electrical things (as well as
math and physics) is way beyond my capabilities!

9 rumbles

Ladyfuzzy81, 6 days ago
Hes not a dr but he doesnt need to be be ayse ges not giving any medical advuce or
having medical opinions .. hes simply asking the questions. Hes a great investigator.

6 rumbles

cybersphere, 3 days ago
What good is a doctor who's afraid to lose his license? You're not going to get much truth
out of them.  
 
The information provided here isn't just coming from Dr Kirsch. It's coming from multiple
highly credentialed and experienced experts who are in agreement.  
 
We need to stop relying on credentialism alone and rely on our own critical thinking skills
to discern the truth, because highly credentialed people can and do lie.

3 rumbles

T

thelibcommie, 6 days ago
Yes but the original commenter called him a doctor, and he is not.

7 rumbles

mannfm11, 5 days ago
Or to see the obvious. Steve was alerted by people he knew who had injured or dead
in their families.

2 rumbles
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janvanruth, 6 days ago
[Show low scored comment]

-4 rumbles

mannfm11, 5 days ago
Evidence janvanruth. They were all heart clot deaths. This is about how clogged the
blood vessels are. The morticians are having trouble getting the blood out to put the
fluid in and that isn't normal, even in thrombosis.

4 rumbles
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IAmSwell, 6 days ago
Kinda like Jill is a doctor

4 rumbles
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janvanruth, 6 days ago
[Show low scored comment]

-7 rumbles

SouthernStyle1, 6 days ago
janvanruth, Perhaps you should actually watch the video before leaving your idiotic
comment.

7 rumbles
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SweetMe, 5 days ago
YES! Lot numbers. Was going to post that should be done by indepedent source such as Mr.
Kirsch. He is amazing and a true hero sharing important facts we don't see elsewhere.
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AussieLover, 6 days ago
Exactly. It is NOT an experiment. They knew exactly what would happen. I weep for the children
who have brain dead parents.

10 rumbles

WeRscrewed, 6 days ago
This is how. Make sure you're sitting down please. 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=-t1hgIwFndQ
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denisftw, 6 days ago
Monopoly is indeed a good documentary. Having said that, there is 0 reason to give links
to YouTube when the official post on Rumble is available: 
https://rumble.com/vn7lf5-monopoly-who-owns-the-world-must-see.html

5 rumbles

Itsmitz, 6 days ago
Video Not Available on YouTube rn..

🤷

3 rumbles

feemeister, 6 days ago
this was a really good video; I've seen it twice already! (I thought I was going to get to see
something new!) He had said that this video was just the first one, but I have not seen any
additional follow ups. Has anybody else seen any follow ups to Monopoly?

2 rumbles
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feemeister, 6 days ago
I checked, it;s still there. Monopoly who owns the world is the name. And speaking of
Monopoly! If you put Monopoly in the search on youtube, check all the monopoly
game stuff that comes up. NONE of them have the dude having the monocle. That's
one of the most glaring Mandela effects there is. All of us from back in the day
KNOW Monopoly Man had a MONOCLE!!!! His face looks totally naked without it!

8 rumbles
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SweetMe, 4 days ago
Thank you so much for your excellent references. After reviewing, I searched for Dr. Charles M.
Lieber on same Harvard site "—a much-honored leader in nanoscale science and bio-
compatible electronics, and chair of the department of chemistry and chemical biology—was
arrested on January 28, charged with misleading investigators from the Department of Defense
about his work for a Chinese government-sponsored program designed to identify and support
leading researchers in China and abroad.  
Notice the timing of this arrest, January 2020, same time the Virus came along. Evil corrupt
government. Fauci free and lies constantly, a hero locked up. Epitome of hypocrisy. Freedom of
speech is gone. https://www.harvardmagazine.com/2020/03/jhj-newsbrief

3 rumbles

WeRscrewed, 6 days ago
Damn Damn Damn!!! Lord have mercy!
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AussieLover, 6 days ago
You need to face the truth about trump the snake. Seriously.
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Jersey_Prophet, 6 days ago
[Show low scored comment]

-5 rumbles

Mor1111, 4 days ago
Nope. I think you’re both wrong. I don’t think he was deceived and I don’t think he’s a
snake. I think he was put in a nearly impossible position and he made and is making the
moves towards the least damage. There was no way to avoid no damage. This is (and has
been for a long time) a war. Unfortunately there’s always casualties. He’s done everything
he can to reduce that number. If he’s a snake he’s done a terrible job at being a snake.

2 rumbles

Mor1111, 4 days ago
*no way to avoid damage

I hate how you can’t edit on Rumble. 

🤦

3 rumbles

Jersey_Prophet, 6 days ago
Clarification: my post was in reply to AussieLover.  
 
I’m in total agreement with KarenBracken.
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Kimmeadows, 1 week ago
Seems like the brainwashing was successful.

16 rumbles

MsNala, 1 week ago
Something else that made my spider senses tingle? The lotteries to promote these shots.
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WeRscrewed, 6 days ago
It was obvious is so many ways and on so many different levels that there was something
fishy going on. For the life of me I cannot comprehend what the hell is going on in people's
heads.

12 rumbles

feemeister, 6 days ago
Weren't those lotteries a dead giveaway? I know somebody who was totally on the fence
until those came out, then she jumped straight down on our side! Let me give you $100 or
a pizza, or a donut, or a joint. I can't even remember all the other things offered!

6 rumbles
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AussieLover, 6 days ago
Obviously nothing.

2 rumbles

F

MsNala, 6 days ago
Win your college tuition! Yikes.
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stkirsch, 1 week ago
Happening now

26 rumbles
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Joycemorse1, 1 week ago
It’s appalling they are taking blood donations from the vaxed!

24 rumbles

JRK121, 1 week ago
BBC ADMITS THEY USE HIV TO MAKE COVID VACCINE - google that

14 rumbles

AussieLover, 6 days ago
If they can't get the blood out within 20 minutes, it's unusable. I will never get a blood transfusion
now. I would rather die. I will never donate again either, seeing as how I am not good enough for
a organ transplant now. I am taking organ donor off when I renew my license.

6 rumbles
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arbour4590, 1 week ago
I heard the Red Cross is not accepting vaxed blood at this time.

7 rumbles

rmp2021, 1 week ago
Arbour: 
 
The Red Cross is a vast organization... & much in need of blood donations. How
closely ideal policies are followed "may vary" depending upon staffing...and urgency
of need.  
(NB: Even HIV+ blood is NOT always declined)

9 rumbles

Dreen, 6 days ago
This is a common mistake. They ARE taking blood from vaxxed people. They are
NOT taking convalescent plasma from vaxxed people. There's a big difference. If you
have any need for regular transfusions (a very small percentage of people do) you
should have someone you know of the proper type donate it for you. Don't get into
any accidents and if you are needing a surgery, please go and have your own blood
drawn for that or the blood of someone you know who is not vaxxed.

6 rumbles

PFY, 4 days ago
How do you know the blood you would be getting would be from a NON VAXXED
person, which is what you would want??? How are they going to actually VERIFY
this???? Ask them? How does the Red Cross know they are telling you the
TRUTH??? Not me - no blood from the RC.
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rmp2021, 1 week ago
JRK 
 
Many of us are old enough to remember that it was Dr Fauci who devised HIV...and who
saw to it that it was "distributed" into populations.  
Would it then be a great surprise that HIV is now an element in the "vaxx" formula
overseen by Dr. Fauci - with a little help from staffing at Univ of NC @ Chapel Hill and, of
course, Wuhan labs.

20 rumbles

Orchidlover923, 1 week ago
No, don’t google anything! Use DuckDuckGo or other search engine, please. Put those
evil scum bags out of business.

19 rumbles

R

Fabulousfilly, 5 days ago
Fauci’s also responsible fo the Remdesiver push.

4 rumbles
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Amleht, 6 days ago
Yes, Duck Duck Go is much better. For now. I hope Google won't buy them out.

6 rumbles

WeRscrewed, 6 days ago
Well done!

6 rumbles

feemeister, 6 days ago
sometimes you NEED to Google, to see what they're pushing. I googled it and it was
VERY telling for Google! I totally recommend Epic browser and search. Have gotten
really good results, and so far as I know they haven't sold out (like Brave did)
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Fabulousfilly, 5 days ago
My thoughts exactly!!!
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kittysmooches, 1 week ago
CALL THE CDC. 800-232-4636. Select "covid information". Tell the human who answers to stop all
mrna vaccines IMMEDIATELY until these blood clots have been all investigated. Until VAERS has
caught up with all reports of adverse events and until all these adverse events have been
investigated. Get the person who answer's name. Then post at the CDC's Facebook page.  
Ask why the CDC is not paying doctors for the time it takes to write up a VAERS report. Ask why the
CDC is not paying for autopsies of those who died within 6 months of the experimental mRNA vax.
Demand they do.

12 rumbles

nzmagpie, 1 week ago
The corrupt doctors in NZ explain everything as an "anxiety attack". 
Im not joking. They offer to put you under anaesthetic before injecting.

12 rumbles

COLNE68601, 6 days ago
I appreciate her testimony, but she's still only half awake. The same corrupt organizations that made
the experimental medical products for Covid are responsible for the vaccines we have been injecting
into our children for decades. It is true that the Covid products are really awful, but our existing
vaccines are not great either. 
 
For example, no vaccine that is currently on the childhood vaccination schedule has been tested
against a true placebo. I know, you're thinking that can't possibly be correct. Check this out:
https://www.icandecide.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/HHS-Response-1.pdf 
 
They usually test new vaccines against other existing vaccines. This is a great way to hide a safety
signal if the "placebo" is doing as much harm as the new product. 
 
thehighwire.com and icandecide.org have tons of great resources for anyone who wants to dig
deeper into whether vaccines are as great as we've been told. (They aren't)

11 rumbles

InternetPrivacyAdvocate, 1 week ago
SInce Steve is asking about vaccines. I got the flu shot at at outset of the pandemic scare. It has
given me a sub-clinical sore throat that has lasted two years now. On the other hand I had a tetanus
shot several months earlier and had no ill effects, not even a sore arm. It's a total craps shoot.

11 rumbles

dad5, 1 week ago
great info! Tell them...Its NOT a vaccine.... Its EXPERIMENTAL mRNA therapy

11 rumbles

feemeister, 6 days ago
I think a disservice is being done when it is said that all the vaccine crap is being done for money.
They have made a crapload of money by now. It is much more than that. This is about evil and
depopulation and murder. The money is just icing on the cake! I do not understand how anyone could
look at all these things, and think it is just money they are after. These people are MUCH worse than
racketeers!!!

10 rumbles

WatchWomanOntheWall2015, 1 week ago
It's NOT a novel (new) virus. There are U.S. PATENTS that go back to 2003 or earlier. Look for talks
by David Martin PhD.

10 rumbles

Jersey_Prophet, 1 week ago
The interview Jane Ruby had with embalmer Richard Hirschmann presented chilling photographs of
the clots and fibrous strands: https://www.redvoicemedia.com/2022/01/worldwide-exclusive-
embalmers-find-veins-arteries-filled-with-never-before-seen-rubbery-clots/

10 rumbles

Tdaly, 1 week ago
President Trump has always said, it's a choice and not for children. Don't know why people say
otherwise, just because he's for them, doesn't mean he's for mandates.

10 rumbles

americanstonecraft, 1 week ago
if not me, then who?

10 rumbles

Truthint, 6 days ago
Please STOP calling them "vaccines"-- they are NOT. It's a FACT that they are "Experimental Gene
Therapies"!

9 rumbles

Cruzzin66, 1 week ago
The population will go after Big Pharma Crime Syndicates Executives and Govt Agency officials who
enable & covered this up like they Hunted down Nazis after WW2!!

8 rumbles

Happyhocus, 1 week ago
Would love to know if all those that got vaccinated, including Dr Hirsch, Dr Malone, and others, ever
plan on getting a d-dimer or MRI! Is fear of knowing the deterrent?

8 rumbles

Theresa5, 1 week ago
Share share share this!!

8 rumbles

jerseygirlinexile, 1 week ago
I understand not mentioning the clotting to her children. They have already gotten the shot, there is
nothing they can do to reverse it, why cause undo upset?

7 rumbles

Jeffbookman, 1 week ago
I’m convinced that I’m living in the Twilight Zone. Here’s my story. I was 16 visiting New York with my
mom when I stepped into an elevator alone with Rod Serling. As a big fan of his work I asked him if
the stories he wrote were real. He smiled as he looked me in the eyes and said “Yeah kid they are”.

7 rumbles

Vagabond23, 6 days ago
All of the things she said that don't make sense to her are answered if she'd listen to the "conspiracy
theorists". Dr. Jane Ruby has addressed them as well as many others. Why more older people have
those clots. Because as a population, they were vaccinated first. Therefore it seems to be a time
thing, not mobility or lack of immune system.  
 
Dr Jane was contacted by a surgeon who pulled one of those clots out of living person. Only to have
that person's body show signs of making that clot in a week. 
 
Why? Because the FDA etc do not have our best interests at heart. 
 
There are several doses as well as placebos out there. Remember, the public IS their trial. They're
doing dose findings, up to and including lethal dose findings! 
 
Once again, us conspiracy theorists are months ahead of you people shaking your heads and
wondering why. We know. But you won't listen to us because we're "crazy".

6 rumbles

RighetousRants, 6 days ago
Hydra's (a parasite) that has been found in the shot solutions by so many doctors and chemist have
the same look and grow very fast. I wonder if anyone is testing this substance ? The silence after
these findings is deafening.

6 rumbles

elkmylif, 6 days ago
Steve,  
 
I am glad to see more embalmers coming out. A big thank you to Anna! 
 
A question you both had during the interview was that of why she was seeing the older lady (in
paticular) who's leg was almost completely black. 
Let's not forget that the older folks were the first to receive these injections and it happened upon
rollout, e.g. nursing homes, etc.  
It stands to reason, for me at least, that they would have more clots to this point. Furthermore, due to
the inactivity of nursing home or older folks that receive the injection, (unlike the hundreds of athletes
that are dying on the field in Europe), I would think the lack of getting the heart rate up in older folks
could be the reason why they are able to sustain these clots for so long. JMO

6 rumbles

SaltyShit, 1 week ago
Thank you, again.

6 rumbles

Boosterama10, 4 days ago
at around 13 min the embalmer states that she supports childhood vaccines out of respect to all the
children who have died of diseases... she also states that she came down w measles after taking a
vaccine. Sounds like many children who have died from various diseases actually died from Vaccine
induced illnesses.

5 rumbles

NickiRNelson, 5 days ago
Many parents lose their children to childhood vaccines as well. Many more are injured. Too many
have been brainwashed as they increase the # of injections and combine them. No liability for
Pharma or doctors. The US needs to repeal the 1986 Vaccine Injury Act.

5 rumbles

Bagster1866, 6 days ago
I have really noticed since the covid outbreak ,how rabidly pro vax people are.  
I mean, they know nothing about the subject, yet they will defend it with their life! 
IT’s weirdly like we’re social engineered on the subject. 
That alone makes me deeply suspicious. I haven’t had the covid one and I now wouldn’t have another
one of any description. 
Trust in the institutions is utterly broken

5 rumbles

TheLatinMassPatriot, 6 days ago
Honestly, this woman should tell her daughters about the blood clots simply SO THEY WILL BE
INFORMED!!! Their vaccination status is irrelevant to them knowing the TRUTH!! 
 
Isn’t being informed a good thing?? 
 
If they knew the TRUTH, they could then share this knowledge with their ‘woke’ friends!!!! 
 
Isn’t KNOWLEDGE a STRENGTH?

5 rumbles

lindapleasant, 6 days ago
Congress DOES NOT TAKE ANY VACCINE. Congress admits it; and neither do the Illegals or their
wives or children have to take the vaccine - JUST US!! This administration that was never elected
want the Illegals and their families Not Dying from the vaccine. 
 
Why doesn't any reporter speak up when addressing any DemonCrap and say - "Why don't you in
Congress get the vaccine or the Illegals who will all VOTE Democrat?"

5 rumbles

RickyBosephus, 6 days ago
Steve Kirsch is an American hero. Full stop.

5 rumbles

neeter888, 6 days ago
First know the UNITED STATES OF AMERICA is a corporation. Then look into the GREAT RESET,
then AGENDA 21/30 to learn what is really going on.

5 rumbles

PatrioticDuty01, 6 days ago
Dr. Vladimir Zelenko said anyone that willfully vilified and obstructed access to hydroxychloroquine
and ivermectin in the prevention and treatment of Covid-19 is guilty of first degree capital murder,
genocide, and crimes against humanity. They are trying to jab as many people as possible so that
their great reset aka depopulation plan work. I believe in God & Jesus. If I get sick I will take my
Ivermectin that I stashed just in case and leave rest to God. If you want to get Ivermectin you can visit
ivmpharmacy.com

5 rumbles

JoshuaHarris, 1 week ago
The FDA only ever "authorized" the EUA experimental gene therapies last year. Only now are things
"approved" happening late last year. They made that distinction very clear.

5 rumbles

hank775, 1 week ago
Nice interview - felt a bit like a fly on the wall listening in on two people chatting over a cup of coffee.

5 rumbles

Laurenn11, 1 week ago
I don’t understand why she is not reporting this to everyone she can. She said she did not tell the
health department, the physicians, the Corner, the hospital etc.

5 rumbles

Tansy, 5 days ago
My husband is taking a bead of ivermectin paste about once a week and today he said he feels like
he's being "cleaned out" in a positive way. He had a survivable form of cancer a few years ago.

4 rumbles

Ladyfuzzy81, 6 days ago
IF YOU ARE VAXXED: 
 
Start taking SERRAPEPTASE (and/or) Lumbrokinase ASAP. Serrapeptase at 120,000 SPU is the
highest dose.. its an enzyme from the silk worm that is literally DESIGNED to DISSOLVE/BREAKUP
FIBRIS tissue..  
 

REPLY

stkirsch, 1 week ago
i don't have his contact info, yet.

15 rumbles

REPLY

REPLY

REPLY

REPLY

frankploegman, 6 days ago
You can contact John O'Looney through his company Milton Keynes Family Funeral
Service: https://www.mkffs.co.uk/

12 rumbles

DMM2, 6 days ago
But I bet you're on it -- and thank you for that. I was fortunate enough to see your talk on
Dark Horse when all of this was unfolding -- thank you for all the work you have done then
and since then to enlighten us all. This dark misinformation world we are in is
overwhelming, but at least I know who the good guys are and you're high on the list.
Thanks Steve.

10 rumbles

noobynoobs, 6 days ago
I just got a response back from the Public Relations Officer of the British Institute of
Embalmers, Steve, after sending them the interview with the first embalmer guy. Asked
them for a contact list of all UK embalmers. 
 
They declined, citing privacy. But the P.R.O. stated, 'I have seen interviews with this
gentleman in America and heard remarks made by one funeral director over here. I speak
to embalmers all over the UK and have had no reports from any of them about these
possible issues. I have not come across anything myself either.' 
 
Spin or fact? Watch this space...

10 rumbles

ConcernedCitizen33, 6 days ago
Steve, John commented on your video 4 days ago and left his web address. He said he's
been seeing them clots as well. I look forward to hearing his observations, and the medical
kidnapping he's been a victim of.

4 rumbles

D

LambShallOvercome, 6 days ago
I contacted John O’Looney on E-mail after another embalmer spoke out at the end of
January (Embalmers Find Veins & Arteries Filled with Never Before Seen Rubbery
Clots: https://www.redvoicemedia.com/2022/01/worldwide-exclusive-embalmers-find-
veins-arteries-filled-with-never-before-seen-rubbery-clots/). 
 
His words in reply to me were, “I can confirm my own embalmer has been saying the
same thing for many months as he has struggled to get embalming fluid into jab
recipients due to their arterial system being totally blocked”.

9 rumbles

L

N

DaisysMum, 4 days ago
Spin.

3 rumbles

D

C

K

REPLY

LibertyLiz, 5 days ago
VAERS will never catch up the the accurate number of deaths and injuries as doctors are being
forbidden to report. Even if they did report, it's known that for decades, VAERS only reflects
about 1% of actual injuries.

5 rumbles

L

N

REPLY

Karyc77, 1 week ago
Yes, I saw one place where they were putting virtual reality headsets on kids!

6 rumbles

K

REPLY

TheLatinMassPatriot, 6 days ago

☝💯☝💯☝💯

3 rumbles

I

REPLY

REPLY

AussieLover, 6 days ago
Better not take any more shots. They are putting that same stuff in those too.

7 rumbles

DaisysMum, 4 days ago
Somewhere, and I can't say where, I saw that the flu vax has been modified in the last two / few
years to include some if the technology used in the covid inoculation. I think there was graphine,
but don't quite me on that. It might have been the hydrogel.

3 rumbles

D

REPLY

InternetPrivacyAdvocate, 4 days ago
Maybe that's the cause of my sore throat which exists to this very day. If I complained
about it to the doctor, They (he) would say I'm nuts. I consider it "sub-clinical" meaning I
know it's there, but I doubt doctors would notice it.

3 rumbles

I

D

REPLY

InternetPrivacyAdvocate, 1 week ago
Very good point, All of us need to stop referring to this as a vaccine which it is not. You are
correct it is a highly experimental mRNA gene modifying injection.

13 rumbles

I

REPLY

rmp2021, 1 week ago
Internet Privacy Advocate 
 
Clever Dr. Fauci did recently, legally, redefine the word "vaccine", to avoid the criticism you
bring up... 
However, we can still take issue even with the term "experimental" (mRNA) since the
negative effects were foreknown, and intended...

9 rumbles

R

InternetPrivacyAdvocate, 1 week ago
We need to set the narrative. Fauci is a self-confessed liar, who contradicts himself
constantly.

9 rumbles

DaisysMum, 4 days ago
Experimental as in they have used the roll out to conduct further experiments on the
unsuspecting populations through manipulations of the batches.

2 rumbles

I

D

F

REPLY

Mariam2115, 5 days ago
Absolutely, about depopulation.

4 rumbles

M

REPLY

LibertyLiz, 5 days ago
And control.

3 rumbles

L

REPLY

WeRscrewed, 6 days ago
they've been working on the virus and the "antidote" for a long time. That's how we know this is
an attack and not an accidental leak or naturally occurring thing.

5 rumbles

W

REPLY

Runerut, 6 days ago
And Dr James Ruby information was presented weeks ago also she said that they were going to
have the whitish clot tissue analyzed and we still haven't heard anything. I hope it's soon

6 rumbles

R

T

REPLY

REPLY

Hanomy, 6 days ago
Still believe Trump is not a part of it huh?

5 rumbles

AussieLover, 6 days ago
Without his actions, we would not be here.

2 rumbles

H

REPLY

REPLY

Amleht, 6 days ago
Trump left no stone unturned to warpspeed anything to stop the virus. That's it. He is no
doctor. He trusted American ingenuity, unfortunately, the evil ones took advantage with
profit on their minds at the expense of the compliant and the coerced.

7 rumbles

Jersey_Prophet, 6 days ago
If I get hit by a drunk driver, I’m still part of an accident not of my making.  
Nice try, though!

2 rumbles

A

Hanomy, 6 days ago
You need to stop making excuses and see the actions. He has been promoting the
jab still, just in the last few months.

4 rumbles

H

Hanomy, 6 days ago
Sorry, I don't understand what you are trying to say. But Trump was just promoting
the jab just a few months ago. The guy has no integrity, selling out.

4 rumbles

Jersey_Prophet, 6 days ago
Hanomy, I’m saying to a poster trying to blame Trump for the hijacking of his quest to
find a vaccine cure for Covid is no different than blaming Albert Einstein for
Hiroshima.  
 
Such stupidity is not really worth my time to dignify with a reply, but I’m compelled to
point it out wherever it rears its ugly head.

2 rumbles

RighetousRants, 6 days ago
Trump tells anyone who will listen he is the FATHER of the clot shot, some prophet
you are.

2 rumbles
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REPLY

LibertyLiz, 5 days ago
EXACTLY 

💯

. Words matter. Using the term "vaccine" perpetuates disinformation and misleads
people into assuming these gene therapies are something they're not.

3 rumbles

Mariam2115, 5 days ago
They confused everyone by approving comirnity which is not available for the US, and people
confuse the two thinking now that this EAU injection was approved. People are easily fooled.

2 rumbles
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RighetousRants, 6 days ago
After WW2 the people had not yet been plied with mind numbing pharmaceuticals. Now, they
will do nothing.

5 rumbles

R

H

REPLY

stkirsch, 1 week ago
My d diner was normal

22 rumbles

REPLY
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REPLY

REPLY

REPLY

Happyhocus, 1 week ago
Great to hear, thank you! Gives me some hope for my relative that don't want to get tested.
Although, did Dr McCollough mention MRI is more accurate? Probably way too expensive.

7 rumbles

FriesenUS, 6 days ago
Steve - Any post-jab recovery research? My research indicates these are worth looking
into. 
 
Apple Pectin powder (700mg 2x daily) 
 
Dimethylglycine (DMG) 
 
c60 olive oil (or avocado oil) supplement 
 
Alpha Lipoic Acid (ALA) 
 
Broccoli sprouts (sulforaphane)

3 rumbles

Dreen, 6 days ago
I am SO happy to hear that!!!! I very much appreciate your work and your courage in
relation to this entire nightmare. Praying you got the saline!

3 rumbles

LibertyLiz, 5 days ago
Maybe you're one of the lucky 1/3 who got placebo.

3 rumbles

DaisysMum, 4 days ago
Lets hope you were given a placebo.

3 rumbles
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DMM2, 6 days ago
Sadly, we all have loved ones, neighbors, so many who have chosen to get vaxxed and boosted
with a bring it on attitude -- my breath catches all through the day and I wake up thinking about
my children, my siblings, and many more, hoping they are safe this day. I am thankful that Steve
Kirsch, Robert Malone, Dr. McCullough and so many more have linked arms in this fight -- I am
reading Robert Kennedy Jr.'s book, The Real Dr. Fauci, and recommend it to all -- it gives an
overview of the past few years and then some, it lets you know who the Good Guys are who are
in this battle to save lives, and it lets you know just who Dr. Fauci and his gang are and it is pure
evil. Stay educated, stay healthy, pray often.

14 rumbles

feemeister, 6 days ago
I fully understand why she says that. I now have two classes of people I contact. People who
KNOW and are unvaxxed and whom I can speak openly with, and people who ARE vaxxed, and
I am not open on many things with, because I know there is a good chance they are just
cooked! There is no point in getting them all hysterical if you can convince them of what is going
on. Let them be as happy as they can for as long as they can. What I DO tell them, is do NOT
get any additional shots. No flu shots, no boosters. NOTHING else (because maybe they were
lucky enough to get a saline). Also, one of the really good doctors (not sure who, might have
been Tenpenny), said that. NO MORE VACCINES WHATSOEVER, as it will make it all way
worse. It also looks from what I am understanding, that ''things'' are going to be put into the flu
vaccines now. Not sure if it was GO or something else. But something that would help along any
clotshots they had already had. I do have ONE friend who has had the double Moderna. I have
talked her out of getting any boosters and any flu shots. She is open to what is going on and we
are both hoping she only had saline. But there are others that don't know about what's going on,
and their whole families have been done, and I just don't want to get into it with them. I totally
understand her reluctance to discuss with them

4 rumbles

WeRscrewed, 6 days ago
Oh she didn't? Damnit I gotta fix my other comment lol. I cannot believe she didn't. I DO NOT
understand that. I would do anything to protect my children, including showing them some
shocking things if that's wtf it takes to get them to listen. We're not talking a bad tattoo here,
we're talking life and death.

4 rumbles

RighetousRants, 6 days ago
No, she should tell them, they will be getting more and more jabs until they are not here on earth
to get another one.

2 rumbles

D

REPLY

jerseygirlinexile, 6 days ago
DMM2, I really have to get RFK's book! In regard to Fraudci, I have been on to him for
years, my younger brother was killed with AZT back in '91 (yes he was gay and had
AIDS). When I see Fraudci I am reminded that he killed my bro.

5 rumbles

J

Dreen, 6 days ago
I'm sorry...I am sure it will always hurt, but I pray for your peace. I read Aids Inc in the
90's and it helped me to look at all things related to health in a more critical fashion.
The medical industrial complex is likely the most evil of all.

3 rumbles

D

F

REPLY

LibertyLiz, 5 days ago
fee meister- very well said. Nice to see people who are knowledgeable and accurate
commenting. Most are still unaware or have partial information. Kudos to you for being
diligent in your research.

4 rumbles
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jerseygirlinexile, 6 days ago
WeRscrewed, I too have family (my children) and friends who were scared into getting the
jab. Me not taking it (I am 70 but healthy, eat well, don't drink or smoke and exercise and
have no comorbities) has caused much upset in my family but interestingly my children will
not debate me on the facts of the shot. To tell them about the clots would only make the
family situation worse. BTW, I did get Omicron last month, it was like a very mild headcold
and gone in 5 days.

6 rumbles

feemeister, 6 days ago
Most of these people will not listen. they have pure tunnel vision. Not to mention! They can
get double vaxxed and boosted, get covid and die, and STILL be telling people to get
vaxxed or it could be worse! I couldn't believe it when I heard that guy who was dying
saying that crap. These people are totally deluded, and there is no point in getting all upset
with your stomach twisted in knots trying to make people believe something when they
aren't going to listen to you. Life or death doesn't really matter. Also, what you have to
realize. We are ONLY on the very fringe spectrum of short term, on the side effects! There
is a long row to hoe until we know what all this crap is going to do in the long run. We're
barely a year in.

5 rumbles

J

Mariam2115, 5 days ago
I’m same as you, 70, in New Jersey, and I am just recovering from omicron except I
got it bad but I survived. I now have natural immunity.

4 rumbles

RighetousRants, 6 days ago
I think Everyone should know the horrors that are occurring from these shots. 
Maybe, if you showed them, they would not get anymore, the next one could be the
killer.

4 rumbles

StephenDE, 6 days ago
Ditto but I have not had Fauci flu.

3 rumbles
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Mariam2115, 5 days ago
Amen.

2 rumbles
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jyakeli, 6 days ago
I agree! Now is not the time to be silent especially with the push of boosters

2 rumbles
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WayneBGood, 1 week ago
Because they would have her business license removed.

13 rumbles

feemeister, 6 days ago
Have you listened to the people who DO report it? And seen what happens to them? I imagine
SHE has!!!!

3 rumbles

REPLY

DMM2, 6 days ago
I am thankful Anna was willing to be interviewed -- because her words will go far and wide.
It shouldn't be this way -- people who discover something important should NEVER be in
fear of being labeled a terrorist by their own government for speaking TRUTH.

5 rumbles
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I repeat:  
IT WILL BREAK DOWN DEAD TISSUE, FIBROUS growths that clogg veins, it breaks up clotts, it
breaks up scar tissue, it breaks up plaque innthe heart and ive heard it even cleans grey matter/bad
cholesteral that buikds up innthe brain.. 
 
Those clotts from the VAX are fibrus growths.. see the blood cells naturally do this when you have a
wound... its will create a blood mesh to seal it so you stop bleeding.. but the vax is causing the body
to do that EXCESSIVELY FOR NO REASON AND ALL OVER THE BODY. CLOGGING UP VEINS.  
 
I inagine it is doing this in a response to the SPIKE PROTEIN causibg systemic danage to the INSIDE
of vein walls..  
. 
 
So take the SERRAPEPTASE DAILY. 120,000 SPU.. itll take about 3 months to really start building up
and you will excrete the fibris tissue it broke up from your urine (through a long orocess it goes to
lymphatic system and makes it way to the bladder.. but i wont explain the pathway here)..  
 
Then: 
 
Take QUERCITIN + ZINC daily as ive read the querciyin does more than stop any virus from
replication.. it also stops the spike protein from budding out of the cell..  
 
Fucoidan suppliment curls the spike ends so it doesnt cayse damage.. it just bounces off vein walls
and eventually dissolves (remember, you are constantly making more and more spije proteins so you
have to halt that too!) 
 
HERPARIN is the magic bullet but you have to get a prescription fir it. It will thin blood AND INHIBIT
the SPIKE PROTEIN from forning.. renember all suppliments or meds you will need to take
indefinitely.. fir the rest of your life.. there is no shutting this off... but youre not alone.. plenty of people
take heparin for life because they have blood clotting isdues they were born with.. aids patients take
meds for life..

4 rumbles

ImKrane, 6 days ago
Detox and cleanse and get on a 100% raw diet for starters, raw, fruit, raw vegetables, raw nut's and
seeds and herbs, learn about juicing herbs and vegetables, I strongly encourage you to learn about
detox from the Saint in this link, also check out his YouTube channel for many more videos... 
https://rumble.com/search/video?q=dr%20morse

4 rumbles

feemeister, 6 days ago
I would love to see some autopsies done on a few of the prime athletes that have fallen out in mid
game. I also wish they would say in the articles about them if they had been ''vaccinated'' or not! I'm
assuming they have, with all the mandates going around! But I would love to know the condition of
their bodies as a whole

4 rumbles

TennesseeFiddlefoot, 6 days ago
Please, continue to report this. Continue until the right people hear you. Thank you.

4 rumbles

AussieLover, 6 days ago
Childhood vaccines are pure poison and have NEVER stopped any disease. Don't people realize the
insane criminal childhood vaccine schedule is making our children sick and autistic? If people ever
truly realize that there is no such thing as a contagious virus and all of this is a LIE, the blood might
run 3 feet deep in the streets.  
 
http://rodscontracts.com/docs/health/Virus-Mania.pdf

4 rumbles

Kenzer, 6 days ago
The population of her city is apparently as dumb as stumps. The vaxx will help improve the average
level of intelligence.

4 rumbles

WeRscrewed, 6 days ago
WOW! Her daughters, to whom I presume she has most definitely shown images and spoken to
about what she's finding in corpses at work, are still pro vaxx. WTF?! That's crazy! 
And sadly that level of dilusion is being witnessed all over the world today (no offense ma'am).  
I try to talk to people who have been vaccinated and plead with them to do some research, and/or
actually go through all the data I share with them, before getting any more shots. They just laugh, call
me crazy and say they are doing the smart and right thing by instead following those who went to
university and are in positions of power because they are experts and professionals. 
I don't know if they lack imagination or have a gold fish's memory capacity concerning gov over reach,
big pharma crimes, politicians lying, etc and so on, or both. But their loyalty to the covid cult is
unshakable.

4 rumbles

MrWojna, 6 days ago
I love you Steve. Thanks for stepping up and doing this much needed work.  
 
I just gotta say. You are one of the coolest looking human beings I have ever seen. The hair and
intensity of your eyes. You look like a more sinister version of Clarence Boddicker and I think it’s
absolutely wonderful! I’m glad you’re on our side!

4 rumbles

jjswartz, 6 days ago
Can someone explain the thumbs up buttons on the left and right and the purpose of the green bar in
between?

4 rumbles

Runerut, 6 days ago
I found this??? 
 
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/354962057_Characterization_of_the_'White'_Appearing_Cl
ots_that_Cause_Acute_Ischemic_Stroke

4 rumbles

emilyc2, 1 week ago
Excellent interview! Thank you both so very much!

4 rumbles

Karyc77, 1 week ago
Ten to one the listed Cause of Death is a guess by the doctor completing the death certificate. I would
like to know the percentage of autopsies being requested and actually done. Hmm.  
What you don't know can't hurt you!

4 rumbles

StephenDE, 1 week ago
The 25% who are not vaccinated are probably not dying!

4 rumbles

Joycemorse1, 1 week ago
Why aren’t they sending the fibrous clots to a lab for analysis?

4 rumbles

ITrulyBelieve, 4 days ago
So few autopsies come to this. Truth will out.

3 rumbles

Mor1111, 4 days ago
I greatly appreciate this woman’s courage. If she keeps digging she’s going to look back on this
interview and realize how young she was in her awakening process. Keep digging sister. There’s so
much to find out.

3 rumbles

Cheri320, 4 days ago
these shots need shut the hell down now!!

3 rumbles

RKae, 5 days ago
She thinks conspiracies are "ridiculous"? So they're pushing, pushing, PUSHING something that is
clearly killing people... and it's just a "mistake"?

3 rumbles

rwjst4, 5 days ago
It puzzles me why she would hide this information from her kids. She says they've already been
jabbed, but she should at least try to convince them from getting the boosters. This is yet another
instance where someone has kids, probably grown up in the government indoctrination centers,
where they are taught what to think as opposed to how to think. If you have young children who are
school or pre-school age, homeschool them, if you want them to be like you, and not like the
"normies" who make up most of the population.

3 rumbles

Patri0tt, 5 days ago
Watch them Ban burials And require cremation only due to some climate change emergency or some
other reason. If they get rid of the embalmers they will hide the evidence

3 rumbles

rxrrxr, 5 days ago
this is what I have found/read. 
White pine tea will clear the spiked protein. 
Ivermectin will clear out the graphene. 
NAC and zinc combined clears spiked protein 
turpentine from pine trees are place on cube of sugar.

3 rumbles

dannoone1, 5 days ago
The only approved vaccine is comirnaty which is not even on the market yet there are no approved
vaccines, still EUA.

3 rumbles

ResultsNotArguments, 5 days ago
The blindly obedient are not serving Humanity, never have.

3 rumbles

Drewsweb, 5 days ago
Right out of the horses mouth !!! FACTS ,, NOT B.S. !!!!!!!

3 rumbles

cinq84huit, 5 days ago
Dr Ruby on the Stew Peters Show is working with embalmers on this same issue.

3 rumbles

Omezuh, 5 days ago
It's important to THINK about the implication that this atrocity has been preplanned. 
 
What does that fact, in conjunction with similar evidence, mean really? What does it point to? What is
the TRUE FINAL implication of all that? 
 
ACTIVE resistance against the criminal establishments around the world will greatly increase the
sooner someone TRULY understands that the ruling cabal and their minions are PSYCHOPATHS...
https://www.rolf-hefti.com/covid-19-coronavirus.html  
 
By "TRULY understands" I mean that Hollywood flicks and the entertainment industry at large have
presented a deliberately erroneous picture of psychopaths which keeps the public misinformed about
what and who psychopaths really are (eg most psychopaths are not overtly violent) but they are
ALWAYS exploiters, deceivers, liars, manipulators, and destroyers (the Highly Destructive Fake Covid
"Pandemic" is ONE fitting example out of countless others) , and therefore they are NOT people to
ever respect, listen to, admire, vote for, follow and obey BUT to ACTIVELY fight and jail for life (see
cited source above). 
 
If your employer (even educational or federal employers) wants you to take a Covid vaccine give
him/her one of these form letters of exemption found at https://www.lc.org/exempt

3 rumbles

LibertyLiz, 5 days ago
Not sure mobility or activity would be the only issue for worsening clots in the elderly. Seems like it
would be related to the spike protein damage being more impactful on elderly vascular systems
because they are already compromised. That spike protein in the jab binds to the lining of the
vascular system and changes the whole "landscape" of what it looks like and how it functions. Has
anyone looked at the lining of the veins themselves from which the clots were taken?

3 rumbles

jyakeli, 5 days ago
The families of the dead people need to know this information. It is their right! So they can start doing
their own research and contacting a lawyer to start cases and then eventually presenting the cases to
law enforcement to start charging these criminals pushing these shots

3 rumbles

Bagster1866, 6 days ago
This is the channel where I come to for confirmation. 
Steve is a smart man that has gained my trust

3 rumbles

Selina2020, 6 days ago
I saw you on Bret ( Dark hoarse ) youtube

3 rumbles

asadoc13cricketclub, 6 days ago
How can it be that:"The doctors and coroners in her area are completely unaware of the problem" if it
is occurring at such an increased rate?

3 rumbles

SYNTHOLABO, 6 days ago
Steve- please push for a description of the methodology involve in extruding these eminences. 
We have to be able to explain to people that these are NOT dissected veins. 
They are NOT clots either- the clots wash off.

3 rumbles

crmpuff, 6 days ago
I love your interviews Steve, you ask good questions and allow the guest time to answer!! Plz keep
them up, i especially like the embalmer information. They have been great speakers also so thanks to
them also.

3 rumbles

cabark65, 6 days ago
ANNA,, orsomebody tell Anna...this is not o novel virus..!! NIAID ,UNC chappel hill, under Fauci , built
the sars-cov-2 virus in a lab and applied for a patent on it on April 19, 2002. They received the patent
in 2003. Patent # 7279327

3 rumbles

lokro, 6 days ago
@Steve ... when stating "93% of the people dieing are... " it is important to clarify the 93% are from
the deceased that this brave embalmer is discussing.  
 
Keep up the awesome work! Bless you

3 rumbles

hannsx, 6 days ago
DrBeen has made a video about a paper by a south african scientist on the spike protein causing
severe abnormal clotting. I think that may be the cause of these fibril strings, here's the link: 
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=ANmkIIxCQCw 
Great interview, Dr. Kirsch, thx

3 rumbles

FriesenUS, 6 days ago
Thanks Steve. A subject that I know would be of interest to you and everyone is anything you can do
to treat those who took the jab. I have seen credible people suggest: 
 
Apple Pectin powder (700mg 2x daily) 
 
Dimethylglycine (DMG)  
 
c60 olive oil (or avocado oil) supplement  
 
Alpha Lipoic Acid (ALA) 
 
Broccoli sprouts (sulforaphane)

3 rumbles

FollowsTheWay, 6 days ago
Brave woman. God bless her and protect her and all of her household. 
 
But all things that are reproved are made manifest by the light: for whatsoever doth make manifest is
light. (Eph 5:13)

3 rumbles

BackyardBane, 6 days ago
I wonder if these clots are congealing mostly post mortem. I know Anna spoke of a woman with a
black leg (most likely due to poor circulation) but to have some of them having to be pried out of a
vein sounds like the accumulation would happen more after death.

3 rumbles

Sofiesmom, 1 week ago
Should these deaths be reported to VARES anyway???????

3 rumbles

Yasson, 1 week ago
what a good interviewer. it's my first time watching and I like what I see. Subbed.

3 rumbles

Madhulika, 1 week ago
Great. Thanks Steve for making things. Some photos would have been great. How big are these
clots? How many ? (estimations). Where are the clots located within the body mainly? In those 30
patients, what were the causes of death? The guest seemed to accept that all of the 30 deaths were
from the clots.

3 rumbles

Yox, 2 days ago
I would think that these clots could pose a problem for the blood supply. Are there any reports
regarding this?

2 rumbles

MarkPitt, 3 days ago
I'm only 25 mins in, but if clotting is a clear issue in the vaccinated, maybe someone should
mention/suggest a blood thinner to these vaccinated people (like, the daughters and hubby)?!?!?!?
Screw peoples privacy, or beliefs... Even someone who wants to think getting jabbed was a good
idea, might see no harm in taking half an aspirin a couple times a day (I'm NOT prescribing :)

2 rumbles

salsbudxe, 3 days ago
Can't believe he didn't ask her the measurements of these "massive" clots. Of course, it would be nice
to see pictures but at the very least ask how long, how big around...

2 rumbles

Allahaluyah, 3 days ago
These guys are effectively carrying out post-mortems which seems to be generally frowned upon by
the powers. Not a surprise if these blockages are found not only here but from her other friends in the
trade post-mortems would certainly be a problem for the Pharma and their mantra of safe and
effective. Effective if you are conducting a world wide Genocide perhaps.

2 rumbles

HermitTheFrog, 3 days ago
14:08 - GLOBAL WARMING!!!!!!! Nice one Steve.

2 rumbles

coupforsure, 3 days ago
Not very "scientific"... what brand vaxes? (date) boosted? (dates) cause of death? blood type?
samples kept? clots analyzed (alive or inert)? Etc.

2 rumbles

UnjabbedGypsy, 4 days ago
Hi Steve, 
 
Why not suggest to Anne that she take photos and save a sample from the next case she takes care
of where the cause of death is due to "thrombosis" (stroke) or myocardial infarction (heart attack). 
 
Send photos to her pathologist friend. Request advice regarding where to send clot sample for
analysis. 
 
Without mentioning Covid19 vaccine as possible "cause of death". 
 
Begin that type of conversation after analysis of clot sample. 
 
Get that data on the record. For the record. If possible. 
 
Anything else is heresay, or "anecdotal".

2 rumbles

nancySTL, 4 days ago
An important question that should be asked here is whether the embalmers have seen this kind of
clotting with any people who had gotten Covid but who did NOT get the vaccine. Please ask this
important question going forward.

2 rumbles

Adamashleyz, 4 days ago
for the rest humanity that with no sidafects are lucky

2 rumbles

SammyWiFi5, 4 days ago
It's much worse than a broken egg 

🥚

 these people are scrambled eggs
2 rumbles

glycop, 4 days ago
In just a short two-minute clip, clinician Dr. Richard Fleming shows how the COVID shot can lead to
abnormal clotting in red blood cells. https://www.naturalhealth365.com/blood-clots-under-microscope-
3431.html

2 rumbles

JANEBM, 4 days ago
This interview is a little like extracting teeth but great to get it out into the open she is not really
speaking so freely

2 rumbles

HSMG, 4 days ago
Just read of one person who lost two toes due to a blood clot that went from their ankle all the way up
to their groin. That is hardly a normal clot process. This person was jabbed.

2 rumbles

TwistedWorld, 5 days ago
Are vaccinated people now just some sort of time bomb?

2 rumbles

JoyDorcas, 5 days ago
「And the beast which I saw was like unto a leopard, and his feet were
as the feet of a bear, and his mouth as the mouth of a lion: and the
dragon gave him his power, and his seat, and great authority. 」
Revelation 13:2

- This first beast is covid, its genome has elements of HIV, influenza, Malaria.

- The dragon is China.

「And I beheld another beast coming up out of the earth; and he had two
horns like a lamb, and he spake as a dragon.」 Revelation 13:11

- This second beast is the covid vaccine.

「And he causeth all, both small and great, rich and poor, free and
bond, to receive a mark in their right hand, or in their foreheads」
Revelation 13:16

- Right hand, the jab

- Forehead, the PCR test

「And that no man might buy or sell, save he that had the mark, or the
name of the beast, or the number of his name.」 Revelation 13:17

- No jab no job.

「Here is wisdom. Let him that hath understanding count the number of
the beast: for it is the number of a man; and his number is Six
hundred threescore and six.」 Revelation 13:18

- The number of the beast: Graphene: 6 protons, 6 neutrons, 6 electrons.

- The number of a man: Graphene is carbon which accounts for 18% of a
human body. 6+6+6=18.

-The name of the the beast:

6 letters in CORONA:
C-#3
O-#15
R-#18
O-#15
N-#14
A-#1
6/66

Also see Revelation 16:2, Revelation 16:10-11:

- Pains and sores: vaccine side effects.

What if someone already took the vaccine? Call on the name of the
Lord, you shall be saved. (Acts 2:21)

Matthew 24:15-18 The abomination of desolation is here already
(this mark of the beast vaccine).

Escape to high elevation, country side places. The time is now. Sea
level rising may become very real.

Also read Isaiah 14:23 (Babylon becomes pool of water) , Job
38:22-23 (treasure of snow is glacier; note that the shape of a
snowflake is also hexagonal)

Jeremiah 51:6, 51:9, 51:45, 51:50 (leave Babylon!)

Jeremiah 51:42, 51:55 (sea waves cover Babylon)

%&&&&&&&&@@@@@
2 rumbles

Mystique1508, 5 days ago
This is an EXCELLENT LIVE Canadian Dr. presentation this past February 10th/22, with Dr. Paul
Alexander (who has worked for the WHO/The Trump Admin & is back working in Canada), Dr. Roger
Hodgkinson, we’ll esteemed Pathologist & Dr. Byram Birdgit (I apologize for the last name spelling, I
believe I may have misspelled it), too Canadian Virologist, presenting ABSOLUTE hard data
collected, absolutely supporting everything You’ve discussed in this excellent interview. Here’s the link
(it’s well worth it to watch the entire presentation) https://rumble.com/vuow7f-live-doctors-ready-to-
debate-the-science.html

2 rumbles

keeko, 5 days ago
What if it is the pcr test. Why couldn’t it be.

2 rumbles

pmcd, 5 days ago
This is getting worse.
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RighetousRants, 6 days ago
I can relate, my son's ex-wife (fully vaxed) is determined to give my grandson (12 Yrs. Old) the
shot, even though so many children are dying (two basket ball players in their early teens died
on the court last week in different states, on the same day.) My son has been reading where the
judges are taking custody away from anyone who refuses to get the shot for their children.  
We are living in a demon ruled world, God help us.

5 rumbles

Realuptowngirl, 6 days ago
Her children could be adults.

2 rumbles

R

R

REPLY

feemeister, 6 days ago
They are, I think! I know somebody who said he did a lot of research before he took it. His
research was all on CDC and FDA websites apparently. But he swears up and down that
he has looked at everything. and by the way! He swears the VAERS numbers are wrong.
Because Antivaxxers have gone into Vaers and added and changed stuff to make it look
like it is doing stuff it is NOT! We are changing it around to make the clotshot look bad!
And the worst part is, this dude is NOT an idiot! He is a VERY intelligent person. (He used
to be!) But now he's double vaxxed and boosted and proud of it

4 rumbles
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WeRscrewed, 6 days ago
Somebody much more qualified than me needs to decipher this.

2 rumbles
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DaisysMum, 4 days ago
Post mortems are practucally unheard of in the UK. They also changed the law to remove all
previous safeguards of having 2 drs involved in death certificates, there is now no obvious way
of reporting "suspicious" circumstances around deaths too.

2 rumbles
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debogus, 1 week ago
I want to see the percent that are keto carnivore or any other diets that dont eat processed
crap.. I started keto a year before this plandemic... never mask or sanitize , and havent even
caught the seasonal anything... let alone the fauci flu. Learned early on that most people are
vitimin deficient and thats the main reason they get sick and develop illness in the first place.

5 rumbles

D

REPLY

LibertyLiz, 5 days ago
This is not a dietary issue, though Keto diets, long term, are incredibly harmful and pro
inflammatory.

2 rumbles

L

debogus, 5 days ago
Bull ... evidently have done none of your own research, just echoing big foods crap....
I know my status when I started compared to now... and actually looked at the
science why , all of my health issues went away.. Fact is most people get sick
because they are vitamin deficient while their bodies are fighting the standard
american diet of high carb processed crap... what me to share my notes and really
rub in your ignorance?

3 rumbles
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REPLY

RickyBosephus, 6 days ago
I agree 100%. WTF is going on here? Do I need to call my local embalmer and buy my own
microscope?  
 
Love the name Joyce btw, i'm reading a James Joyce a portrait of the artist as a young man

2 rumbles

elkmylif, 6 days ago
Dr. jane Ruby has scientist that are trying to secure samples now, from my understanding. You
might want to tune into her show for more information.

2 rumbles

WeRscrewed, 6 days ago
https://brandnewtube.com/watch/another-life-form-in-the-vaccines_e5nkGeFM2FE1uJd.html 
 
I'm pretty sure it's the same thing. Whatever the fuuuuuck that might be!

2 rumbles
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Mariam2115, 5 days ago
Yes. And people got confused. Like bait and switch. So they think this misnomer “vax” is actually
approved.

2 rumbles
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feemeister, 6 days ago
If it was the spike protein doing it, then people who have had covid would also have these right?
And she said they didn't see them last year when people were dying from Covid, just this year
when they had had the clotshot. Of course it could be that people with the vaccine have many
many MORE spike proteins than the people that had covid only

3 rumbles
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hannsx, 6 days ago
If you get the infection, the protein is mostly not expressed in the epithelial cells lining of
the blood vessels and mostly do not enter the bloodstream. The body can deal with them
in a certain amount as far as I understand it and break down blood clots over time.
However the vaccine is sometimes inadvertantly injected at least partly into blood vessels.
The mechanism of the vaccine suggests that that causes problems and there are strong
hints from people who had severe adverse reactions that that is what happened to them.
Especially the spike proteins are then expressed directly in the blood vessels and
overwhelm the bodily defense mechanisms. That would suggest that these fibril strings
only build up in people who have been very unlucky or are to weak to fight it off.

3 rumbles

hannsx, 6 days ago
If you get the infection, the protein is mostly not expressed in the epithelial cells lining of
the blood vessels and mostly do not enter the bloodstream. The body can deal with them
in a certain amount as far as I understand it and break down blood clots over time.
However the vaccine is sometimes inadvertantly injected at least partly into blood vessels.
The mechanism of the vaccine suggests that that causes problems and there are strong
hints from people who had severe adverse reactions that that is what happened to them.
Especially the spike proteins are then expressed directly in the blood vessels and
overwhelm the bodily defense mechanisms. That would suggest that these fibril strings
only build up in people who have been very unlucky or are to weak to fight it off.

2 rumbles
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danddTindell, 1 week ago
Go to the Stew Peters Show and look for Jane Ruby's interview with embalmer Richard
Hirschman. They show photos of the clots.

6 rumbles

Jersey_Prophet, 1 week ago
Check the video Steve did with undertaker Richard Hirschmann (links on the right of video).
There are chilling photos of the extracted clots and fibrin material in that video.

5 rumbles

FollowsTheWay, 6 days ago
Photos in this Dr. Jane Ruby interview: 
 
https://beforeitsnews.com/prophecy/2022/01/dr-jane-ruby-1262022-worldwide-exclusive-
embalmers-find-veins-arteries-filled-with-never-before-seen-rubbery-clots-2527506.html

4 rumbles

elkmylif, 6 days ago
She stated heart attacks and strokes. Clots cause both.

2 rumbles
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2 rumbles

GodsWorkInProgress, 5 days ago
wow... Steve, you should check out "The Covid Blog". One of their recent testimony accounts is from
a young man who keeps getting very large clots .. one one his arm, that are literally protruding out of
his veins. These occurred after his Covid shots. He was pulled out of his social media accounts for
posting the photos. He is having them removed surgically, which is why he is still alive yet...
https://thecovidblog.com/2022/01/28/mark-ruston-british-man-temporarily-banned-from-facebook-
after-sharing-gruesome-photo-of-post-astrazeneca-baseball-sized-blood-clot-in-his-arm/

2 rumbles

YTREWQ, 5 days ago
Blood clots in dead people?

2 rumbles

57DMP, 5 days ago
There are vaxx lots that are more deadly then others, and some is just Saline. Here is a link that tells
you which batches are more deadly. Stop and watch this NOW! **BREAKING: Deadly Vax Lot
Numbers IDENTIFIED, Still in Circulation!** 
 
https://rumble.com/vrvjfu-breaking-deadly-vax-lot-numbers-identified-still-in-circulation.html

2 rumbles

Nawaatje, 5 days ago
No virus has ever been properly isolated so to claim its existence - in whatever way or with whatever
graphs, tabels or words: "I had Covid" etc. - is a huge lie! This sting keeps pumping poison as long as
long as we do not remove it from the very base. Therefore our only job should be RADICALLY,
DRASTICALLY, CONTINUALLY exposing the virus- and contagion lie!
https://odysee.com/@DeansDanes:1/FT-6-Special:1

2 rumbles

cgrcowboy, 5 days ago
This women speaks like shes sedated. What is wrong with people lately that they can barely talk
anymore. Its very difficult to listen to them stumble through every sentence.

2 rumbles

LibertyLiz, 5 days ago
The jab death and injury numbers do NOT show that the benefits outweigh the risks. And neither do
the overall death numbers. The death numbers for 2020 (during the pandemic agenda narrative),
were the same as the previous year (2019) -- so where were al the "covid deaths" in 2020?
Nonexistent. But in 2021, AFTER THE JAB was introduced, death numbers skyrocketed. Don't be
naive. BTW - why not take the fibrous clots to several different doctors abd labs and have them
analyzed? What about contacting Dr. Ryan Cole? He's a reputable, upstanding pathologist.

2 rumbles

Suzuko804, 5 days ago
Do dead bodies still shed spike protein?

2 rumbles

Slamon2, 5 days ago
If only we could also get stats on those who have been cremated or liquified. I suspect that most
people who choose embalming, thus casket burial are older.  
 
Very informative interview. Thank you!

2 rumbles

jyakeli, 5 days ago
You need to do your own research. Can’t depend on any government agency to do it. If they are they
are not releasing the data. Embalmers need to start recording what Covid shots they got and how
many and when.

2 rumbles

jyakeli, 5 days ago
Is it all Covid shots causing this?

2 rumbles

jyakeli, 6 days ago
How come these embalmers have not put it under a microscope?

2 rumbles

chycho, 6 days ago
Great interview.

2 rumbles

jmoore59, 6 days ago
This is a really good interview. Thank you Steve and Anna. Anna is an excellent witness. I believe her
and I'm just disgusted by those in the medical field keeping quiet about this mass murder and
maiming of people.

2 rumbles

djwando, 6 days ago
They are bioweapons! They were designed to depopulate the world and all the deep state are
pushing them to the world.

2 rumbles

BikerPrincess, 6 days ago
Gosh, right in the heart of America. So sad but I'm glad the truth is coming out.

2 rumbles

juanpablogallardo, 6 days ago
What could happen if vaxed people start taking aspirin?

2 rumbles

getamcluhan, 6 days ago
go all the way to the truth SARSCOV2 virus has never been isolated. see...  
Stephan Lenka, Tom Cowan , Andrew Kaufman 
https://rumble.com/vu7hdo-dr.-tom-cowan-interviewed-by-dr.-lee-merritt-virology-is-make-believe.html

2 rumbles

H2Ono, 6 days ago
God, bless you both... 
Great job, AGAIN, Steve...Finally hopped on an account here...Anna, you are fabulous..Great to have
you on our side, the right side;)

2 rumbles

ThinkBig2020, 6 days ago
It's all about money and power. These governments are receiving humongous amounts of money
pushing these illegal experimental shots. It's also about controlling the people. It's easy to wrap your
mind around. It's demonic, but if you don't have the Holy Spirit and don't believe satan can cause evil
things to happen then you're doomed. The science the government is pushing is science fiction.

2 rumbles

CryanGrim, 6 days ago
Fantastic interview and I just want to add there’s an article going around citing a 2021 survey that
claims up to 50% of all deaths in western countries are caused by arteriosclerosis  
 
https://news.yahoo.com/arteriosclerotic-cardiovascular-disease-morgan-stevens-154525075.html 
 
What that article describes as the symptoms of arteriosclerosis matches pretty closely to what your
guest describes here - calamari-like clots causing blood delivery issues and stroke/heart
failure/gruesome limb discoloration - but makes no mention of any COVID vaccines or potential links.

2 rumbles

GeneAdaway, 6 days ago
Don't take their poison.

2 rumbles

wunmee, 6 days ago
The Embalmers should save these clots from all these people and send samples to the CDC, FDA,
and NIH and ask them what in the hell is going on?? Send samples to their politicians and ask them if
they are still supporting and pushing these vaxxs.

2 rumbles

Amleht, 6 days ago
I won't be surprised if they make it illegal to embalm. Embalmers should start taking and preserving
pictures in a secure storage before putting a copy out. They can scrub evidence off internet using AI.

2 rumbles

Amleht, 6 days ago
I won't be surprised if they make it illegal to embalm.

2 rumbles

Bodych, 6 days ago
Anna should know that those who received shots early could very well have received saline injections
or very diluted solutions. Only a small percentage received the higher concentrations. 
 
I've expressed this to people who worry about having gotten the injections early, and it does provide a
degree of comfort/hopefulness for them.

2 rumbles

DaisysMum, 6 days ago
Hi Steve,great coverage of the topic. Could you try using more open questions, as you do later in the
interview? I used to do a lot of interviews and it is difficult if you know the answer already not to ask
questions to get "yes/no" responses, but once she warmed up she was very informative.

2 rumbles

SpeakTruth2Me, 6 days ago
depopulation agenda.

2 rumbles

MrWojna, 6 days ago
She’s thinking of Astra. The one that wasn’t approved.  
 
They seem to want mRNA in everyone and give a harder time to non-mRNA approaches like J&J.
They use the same word to describe side effects for both J&J and mRNA, “rare”. If they’re “rare”, why
pause J&J but not mRNA? 
 
I’m with her. I can’t figure out the endgame.

2 rumbles

DMM2, 6 days ago
Bone-chilling information -- thank you to Steve and Anna for doing the right thing in getting this
information to us. It seems fear has kept many people from speaking up -- hopefully the stream of
information will become a raging river of truth about all that is wrong and who are the enablers to all
this evil.

2 rumbles

bdillon, 6 days ago
Clots are usually form by platelets. COVID does that. also the spike protein attaches to Red cells by
the CD 147 receptor causing them to clump. That is an unusual type of clot and might be what she’s
seeing that she’s describing as “fibrinous“ . 
ivermectin blocks the spike proteins from binding to the red cells.  
If you have to get a vaccine which you should not. You should probably stay on aspirin and ivermectin
a few days before and after.

2 rumbles

NJRiverMan, 6 days ago
Has anyone asked a coroner or pathologist to explain what this is in terms that would be described in
an autopsy?

2 rumbles

SaltyShit, 1 week ago
I found this until 1:30 AM

2 rumbles

vw77vw77, 1 week ago
Video available at 11:12pm

2 rumbles

Ksirrom, 2 hours ago
Dear Anna Foster, Thank you for your magnificent testimony. You and Steve "played" very well
together! Your actions are admirable and you should keep going like you are. Your instincts are
excellent. Keep following them.

1 rumble

DKTR, 20 hours ago
Ms. Foster made a comment that they need a new technique for embalming bodies with these fibrosis
clots. Mortician could gather data and evidence and discuss technique w/o venturing into cause of
these anomalous clots. If they discuss cause it will trigger an attack but if they discuss embalming
technique - like increased vascular pressure to purge blood - it circumvents the argument that denies
its existence.

1 rumble

Jimlas2021, 23 hours ago
https://howbadismybatch.com/

1 rumble

RenJones, 1 day ago
Ivermectin works!!!!! 
This “vax” is poison!!!!

1 rumble

Dana12345, 1 day ago
Remember the elderly have declining kidney and liver function so they do not clear the clot shot
components quickly or completely. I believe they produce relatively more spike and the LNPs stay in
their body longer doing more damage over a greater period of time. Combine that with poor
circulation and reduced cardiac output and it’s really a death shot for the elderly. However, since we’re
still in a phase 3 clinical trial many people may have been given saline.
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michellesbritt81, 2 days ago
There IS an effective way to detox our bodies and remove parasites, as with everything else in the
medical industry, this modality is highly censored because it works so well. It’s called chlorine dioxide
solution (CDS) or MMS, which is miracle mineral solution. It TRULY is a miracle, which is why
mainstream demonizes it. 
 
If you have telegram the best groups for beginners are listed below: 
https://t.me/MMSChlorineDioxide 
https://t.me/MMSDrinkingBuddy

1 rumble

tvcad, 3 days ago
I think it is terrible that our govt and medical establishment are unwilling to share the truth about these
so-called vaccines. 
We have to rely on the courage of people like Mrs Foster, who incidentally was an excellent interview
IMHO, and absolutely believable. I'm glad she was willing to sit down with Steve, who also did a great
job here, very patient, I thought.

1 rumble

BozHarvey, 6 days ago
This interviewer is a snake. 'They've changed the definition of vaccine and herd immunity'. That
doesn't make it true.

-1 rumbles

LAgal, 1 week ago
I am having trouble downloading, viewing this. It says 'private' or not yet available. Pls advise
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UnjabbedGypsy, 4 days ago
Depending upon how long the body has been dead, yes, blood stops flowing after the heart
stops beating. 
 
It then "coagulates" within arteries and veins. 
 
Clots.
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UnjabbedGypsy, 4 days ago
She is choosing her words carefully, during the beginning of this interview. 
 
Her words flow very smoothly towards the end of the chat. She is less guarded.
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feemeister, 6 days ago
No, it's about a LOT more than money and power! It's about them wanting people and humanity
GONE! It's a lot deeper than money and greed!
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Mariam2115, 5 days ago
These three letter agencies are corrupt, they are not going to do anything, they’re going to
ignore it bury it or whatever

3 rumbles

feemeister, 6 days ago
SERIOUSLY?????? Do you REALLY think that would do any good???? You need to think up
some different classes of people for these to be sent to. Dr Madej would be a good start

3 rumbles

TheLatinMassPatriot, 6 days ago
Seriously, can we plz start acting smart? Can we plz LEARN something!!! 
Giving this info to NIH, CDC, FDA!!

😂

 

😆

 

😂

 
You’re joking. Right??? 
This embalmer would be ‘Jeffery Epstein-ed’ at worst and definitely audited by IRS for next 10
years. FBI would raid her house JUST to intimidate her into silence at best! 

Maybe Dr. Malone or some other carefully chosen doctor and go from there.
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feemeister, 6 days ago
They won't need to. they will take the licenses away of those who say something, just like they
do the doctors and nurses. Embalmers are also licensed by state boards. (Did I forget
pharmacists???)
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LibertyLiz, 5 days ago
That's why so many die after the 2nd dose or booster. While they may have gotten lucky in the
game of jab roulette on the first dose, second dose (which could well be saline), they won't be
as lucky going forward with subsequent doses or boosters. Think about it. If they gave the "real"
jabs to EVERYONE at once, the death rate and injury rate (at once) would be so obvious and
overwhelming, they's have no way to spin the narrative. (Approximately 1/3 of the lots are
typically lethal, 1/3 are lower-dose more diluted poisons, 1/3 are placebo; though it's obvious
those ratios can change significantly depending on the demographics and agenda.)
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Mariam2115, 5 days ago
And someone in an interview, I forget who, had pointed out, maybe it was Dr. Carrie Madej
or Dr Ruby, about different last digits on vaccine vials that were obtained(?) Depending on
what was in it. Or something like that I wish I could remember which video awhile ago, I
watch so many.
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Truthint, 6 days ago
No! NONE of the shots have been approved. They are NOT "vaccines", but EXPERIMENTAL
GENE THERAPIES--FACT. At least 65% of the jabs are SALINE solution. Beware of the
"boosters". In fact, when these jabs were "tested" on animals, they ALL died!
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TheLatinMassPatriot, 6 days ago
To de-populate the world maybe??  
 
Bill Gates big obsession is that the world is overpopulated.  
 
Makes sense to me. If 65% are saline solutions perhaps those viles of the ‘vaccine’ went to/go
to “elite’s” and “elite” states/communities/blue states, while the REAL and dangerous “vaccines’
go to poorer and even ‘red’ states.  
 
I actually did read something about this.
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Mariam2115, 5 days ago
The endgame is always New World order control and depopulation.
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ResultsNotArguments, 5 days ago
Only been told about for decades, they voted for it and everything. 
Amazing how faith and disbelief are equally foolish.
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UnjabbedGypsy, 4 days ago
These novel clots are not discovered through the autopsy process, as I understand how normal
autopsies are performed. 
 
Nor are many elderly LTC residents or "end of life" and "do not recusicate" deaths likely ever
autopsied. 
 
Coroners sign a "death certificate" when they are called to a non-suspicious death not requiring
autopsy. 
 
The bodies in question are either picked up by the funeral home in the hospital morgue, or they
are picked up at the care homes and delivered to the funeral homes which, as is the case where
this woman works, have an on-site embalming room within it. 
 
So, my guess is: coroner/pathologists don't see too many folks who passed due to "natural"
causes such as "stroke" or "heart attack." 
 
Just my 2 cents. 
 
This is when the novel clots are discovered: via the embalming process, whilst being prepared
for viewing by the family, prIor to funerals. 
 
I don't believe bodies are embalmed prior to cremation, therefore I believe there are many more
cases of these novel clots than are known.
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michellesbritt81, 2 days ago
The CDC HAS changed their definitions of many things recently, including what qualifies as a
vaccine, because these clot shots CERTAINLY do not fit the old description. They are a gene
therapy medical device, used to alter a persons DNA and turn them into spike protein
manufacturers, which is why ”Covid” won’t end until all the vaxxed are dead, because their
bodies will continuously produce the very thing we were trying to eliminate. The thing that
caused this plandemic is now being produced en masse within the vaxxed group. It won’t end
until theyre gone, and I say that in a kind way - 90% of my family is vaxxed and they won’t
survive this. It’s only a matter of time unfortunately.  
 
But back to the interviewer being a snake, I’m confused about your comment. He is correct in
saying that.
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stkirsch, 1 week ago
try it now.
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RickyBosephus, 6 days ago
Mr. Kirsch, God bless you. You should get the Presidential Medal of Freedom when all this
is over. Hats off to you sir.
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